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In order to study the damage in coal rock under high pressure water jet, which is closely related to
the efficiency of coalbed gas drainage, a three-dimensional damage numerical model is established.
Based on the simulation results and PSO-BNPP (particle swarm optimization, PSO and backpropagation neural network, BPNN) method, a damage prediction model of high pressure water jet
impacting coal rock was established. The results show that the mean absolute error, the mean
absolute percentage error of the model are 1.23 and 7.45% respectively, and the actual and the
predicted values show significant positive correlation. In this sense, the model can describe the
relationship between the coal rock damage and the water jet parameters well.
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1. Introduction

2. Numerical Model
2.1Governing Equations
δ ρ ⁄ δ t =−ρ δ v i ⁄ δ xi −w i δ ρ ⁄ δ xi ( i , j =1,2 ,3 )

(2.1)

v δ v i / δt=σ i j , j + ρb i− ρ wi δ x j /δ x i

(2.2)

ρ δ E / δ t=σ i j v i , j + ρb i v i− ρ wi δ E / δ x j

(2.3)

Where ρ is the material density, vi is the material velocity, wi is the relative velocity
between material velocity and mesh, σij is Cauchy stress, bi is the body force and E is the energy
[4-5].
The constitute equations for coal rock, water jet and air are written as follows:
(2.4)
σ * =( A ( 1− D )+B P * N ) ( 1+C l n ε ∙* )
P =a 1 μ+a 2 μ 2+a 3 μ 3+( b0 μ+b 1 μ2+ b2 μ 3) E

(2.5)

(2.6)
Where σ is the normalized equivalent stress, A is the cohesion parameter, B is the pressure
hardening coefficient, C is the strain-rate sensitivity coefficient, N is pressure hardening
exponent, P* is the normalized pressure, is the normalized strain rate. Damage (D) is
accumulated from both the equivalent plastic strain increment and the equivalent plastic
volumetric strain increment, which is expressed as:
2

3

P =c 0+ c1 μ+c 2 μ +c 3 μ +( c 4+c 5+ c6 μ ) E

*

D=

∑ Δ ε P +Δ μ P
f

f

ε p+ μ p

2

(2.7)
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As the unconventional resource, the coalbed gas is clean, high-quality and valuable, but
the drainage is very difficult and complex. The high-pressure water jet technology is applicable
in coalbed gas mining because of such significant advantages as no heat effect, high flexibility
and high surface quality, etc. [1]. At present, it has been applied to many mining areas
successfully, for example, Huainan, Jiaozuo, and Xinmi in China, especially for the coal seams
with deep buried, low permeability and gas outburst [2].
Under the high-pressure water jet impacting, the damage in coal rock is the key factor of
drainage efficiency because it will affect the porosity directly; therefore, it is necessary to
establish a damage prediction model in coal rock under high pressure water jet impacting. As
the high pressure water jet drilling is a nonlinear course involving many factors including water
jet parameters, coal rock structure and fluid-solid coupling, the robustness, scalability,
convergence of traditional nonlinear fitting theories and artificial intelligence prediction
methods, cannot fulfill the requirements [3]. As a result, on the basis of PSO model (Particle
Swarm Optimization), this paper improves the BPNN (back-propagation neural network) model
and establishes a damage prediction model in coal rock under high pressure water jet impacting,
which will be helpful to improve the application of high pressure water jet technology in
coalbed drainage.
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Where Δεp and Δμp are the equivalent plastic strain and the equivalent plastic volumetric
strain respectively, f(p)= εfp+μfp=D1(P*+T*)D2 is the material fracture plastic strain under actual
pressure, D1 and D2 are the material constant. T*is the normalized hydrostatic tension [6-7].
The main mechanical parameters of coal rock are shown in Table 1.
ρ/g·cm-3

G/GPa

f’c/GPa

T*/MPa

Pcrush/GPa

μcrush

1.4

5.0

0.02

0.2

4

0.001

Table 1: Main Mechanical Parameters of Coal Rock
2.2 Geometrical Model and Boundary Condition

Figure 1: Overall Geometrical Model

3.PSO-BPNN Neural Network
3.1BPNN Model
The BPNN model propagates error reversely in the multi-layer network, and modifies the
weight θj and the threshold θk by using the gradient descent algorithm [8]. The basic algorithm
of BPNN model includes the forward propagation of the input signals and the backward
propagation of the error signals. In this paper, it selects the pump pressure P, the target distance
L, the number of cuts n and the traverse speed v as the nerve nodes of the input layer, the
damage D as the output layer. The BPNN topological structure is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The BPNN Topological Structure of Damage in Coal Rock under High Pressure Water
Jet Impacting
3
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A quarter model is simulated only due to the symmetry of the model. The whole
computational area is 50 mm × 50 mm × 50 mm, the coal rock 50 mm × 50 mm × 30 mm, water
jet 1.8 mm (diameter) × 20 mm (height), 50 mm × 50 mm × 20 mm for air. It sets up and down
surfaces and side surfaces as the non-reflecting boundary, and Y=0 in XOZ coordinate plane,
X=0 in YOZ coordinate plane[7], as shown in Figure 1.
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3.2 PSO-BPNN Prediction Model
The initial weight and threshold of the BPNN model are optimized based on the PSO. To
improve the local search ability of particles, this paper used larger inertia weight in the early
stage and smaller inertia weight in the later stage [8]. The basic parameters of the PSO
algorithm were set as follows: the population size n=30, the learning factor, the particle range
was 0, the range of particle position and velocity was [-5,5] and [-1,1], the maximum number of
iterations was 100 and the maximum limit speed was 1. The optimal process of POS-BPNN is
shown in Figure 3.

4. Results and Analysis
Twenty-four sets of numerical simulation data are selected as the training samples. Figure
4 shows the mean square error of coal rock damage prediction model under water jet impacting,
and we can see that it achieves the target error ( ε=0.0001)when the iteration times is 19 and the
learning speed is very fast. Figure 5 shows the regression curve of damage prediction model in
the coal rock under water jet, and it can be seen that the fitting coefficient R = 0.99381, and it is
quite closely to 1. As a result, the model can fit the samples accurately.

Figure 4: The Mean Square Error of Water Jet Impacting Coal Rock Damage Prediction Model
4
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Figure 3: The Algorithm Flowchart of the POS-BPNN
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Then the paper chooses another eight sets of numerical simulation data to verify the
established prediction model. Based on the comparison between the prediction results and the
actual values, the average absolute error (MAE) of the model is 1.23 and the average absolute
percentage error (MAPE) is 7.45%. The results show the prediction model of the damage in coal
rock under high pressure water jet features good global convergence, learning efficiency and
prediction accuracy. Therefore, it can describe the relationship between the damage in coal rock
under high pressure water jet impacting and the water jet parameters well.
5. Conclusion
Based on the established three-dimensional damage numerical model and the PSO-BNPP
method, a damage prediction model of high pressure water jet impacting coal rock is thereby
built. The results show that the average absolute error (MAE) and the average absolute
percentage error (MAPE) of the prediction model are both within a reasonable range. The
prediction model shows a good prediction precision of the damage in coal rock by the high
pressure water jet impacting.
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Figure 5: The Regression Curve of Damage Prediction Model in Coal Rock under Water Jet
Impacting
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